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What Happened?

Nashua Corp., rumored a potential takeover 
target for six months, said that a Dutch company 
has sought U.S. approval to buy up to 25% of 
Nashua's shares.
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What Happened?

Event Head Argument #1 Argument #2
rumor - takeover

takeover - Corp.
said Corp. sought 

sought company approval
approval U.S. buy

buy company shares



Event Factuality

Event Head Argument #1 Argument #2 Factuality
rumor - takeover happened

takeover - Corp. did not happen
said Corp. sought happened

sought company approval happened
approval U.S. buy did not happen

buy company shares did not happen

Nashua Corp., rumored a potential takeover 
target for six months, said that a Dutch company 
has sought U.S. approval to buy up to 25% of 
Nashua's shares.



Scalar Event Factuality

Event Head Argument #1 Argument #2 Factuality
rumor - takeover 3.0

takeover - Corp. 1.0
said Corp. sought 3.0

sought company approval 2.1
approval U.S. buy 1.5

buy company shares 1.2

Nashua Corp., rumored a potential takeover 
target for six months, said that a Dutch company 
has sought U.S. approval to buy up to 25% of 
Nashua's shares.



Data Annotation

• Annotation:

• Label the head of each event.

• Label the factuality of event mention from the author’s 
point of view.

• Goals:

• Scalable to non-experts.

• Minimal jargon in instructions.

• Example driven.



Annotating Events



Annotating Factuality



Example Annotations
U.S. embassies and military installations around the 
world were ordered[3.0] to set[2.6] up barriers and 
tighten[2.6] security systems to prevent[1.8] easy 
access[-2.4] by unauthorized people --Americans 

and foreigners.

The White House said[3.0] President Bush has 
approved[3.0] duty-free treatment[1.6] for 

imports[2.8] of certain types of watches that aren't 
produced[0.0] in “significant quantities” in the U.S., 

the Virgin Islands and other U.S. possessions.



Meta-annotator Agreement

Pairwise agreement statistics vs. the number of judgments for 
each meta-annotator.



Factuality Bias in Newswire

Count

Factuality Rating

Histogram of factuality ratings 
from the TempEval-3 corpus.



Comparison to FactBank

Confusion matrix between our discretized labels and factuality 
categories from FactBank (Sauri and Pustejovsky, 2009)



Modeling Factuality
Objective : 

Hybrid of Support Vector Regression and the LASSO

Features : 

- Lemma of the target event.

- Part-of-speech of the target event.

- Dependency paths of up to length 2 from the target event.



Dependency Representation

John did not expect to return.

Capture event-event interactions through dependency paths:



Results



Common Errors

Wong Kwan will be lucky to break even.Missing lexical 
cues (64%)

Mesa had rejected a general proposal 
from StatesWest to combine the two 

carriers.

Long-distance 
inference (16%)

There was no hint of trouble in the last 
conversation between controllers and 

TWA pilot Steven Snyder.

World knowledge 
and pragmatics 
(12%)



Future Work

- Active learning for efficient lexical coverage.

- Joint models to better capture event-event interactions.

- Extrinsic evaluation with information extraction.


